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Energy Zones Mapping Tool Newsletter
April Webinar Demo: New Data and Expanded Geographical Coverage
Thursday, April 21, at 4pm ET / 3 pm CT / 2 pm MT / 1 pm PT
Use the following link to attend the webinar: https://bluejeans.com/617864576
This demonstration will cover the main capabilities of the EZMT, and highlight the many recent changes,
including:
 Status of extending the mapping data content and reports to the full U.S.
 Changes to commercially-licensed data
 New water resource data and report

EZMT Will be Extended to Entire United States
The mapping layers and reports in the EZMT are being extended to cover the entire United States. The
transmission line layers from Platts have recently been updated. An example of this extended data near the
Mojave Solar Project in California is shown below along with the Section 368 Corridors layer.

Section 368 Corridors (polygons) and Transmission Lines (lines) Near the Mojave Solar

Project in Southern California
The following layers are now available for the U.S.
Biodiesel Plants
Liquified Natural Gas (LNG) Import/Export Terminals
Natural Gas Processing Plants
Natural Gas Underground Storage
Petroleum Refineries
Pipelines - Crude Oil
Pipelines - Hydrocarbon Gas Liquid (HGL)
Pipelines - Natural Gas
Pipelines - Petroleum Product
Power Plants
Section 368 Centerline (Designated Corridor)
Section 368 Zone (Designated Corridor)
Sedimentary Basins with EIS Shale Plays
Strategic Petroleum Reserves
Tight Oil/Shale Gas Plays
Transmission Line - Existing
Transmission Line - Planned
Wind Speed (m/s at 80m)
Wind Speed (m/s at 100m)
Reports will be updated to cover the full U.S. soon, and more mapping layers.

In the News
The Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) announced a major step in wind energy development in
federal waters offshore New York. BOEM delineated a 127 square mile Wind Energy Area (WEA) that begins
approximately 11 nautical miles south of Long Beach, New York. The "Atlantic OCS Wind Energy Area" layer
from the EZMT shows the new WEA below.
BOEM also announced its approval of the first wind energy Research Activities Plan for a facility to be located off
the coast of Virginia. Last year, BOEM awarded a research lease to the Virginia Department of Mines, Minerals
and Energy, and the new action clears the way for the installation and operation of two 6-megawatt turbines
and associated cabling to shore, pending final engineering review of the project. The electricity generated by
these turbines could power 3,000 homes. The "Renewable Energy Leasing Area" layer from the EZMT shows the
new Virginia Research Lease Area below.
EZMT has many other useful capabilities that can assist with evaluating these locations for wind energy,
including map layers for shipping lanes, existing turbine locations, water depth, protected areas, and many
more. Also, the EZMT models and reports are useful for studying the suitability of offshore wind turbines in
specific zones.

Wind Energy Area offshore New York (Blue) and Research Lease Area
offshore Virginia (Purple) with Wind Turbines (Points), Planned
Transmission Lines, and Offshore Wind Turbine Suitability

Help Videos and Demonstrations Now on YouTube

Short instructional videos, and recorded webinars are now avalable on our new YouTube
Channel, including:
Help video playlist
Planning a Potential Energy Zone
Corridor Analysis
New Corridor Route Generation Tool
Policy Database

Generating and Using Reports
Energy Planning and Climate Change
Wind Energy Data, Models, and Reports
Highlight on Natural Gas
Corridor Routing

New Power Plant Water Use Report
As part of a broader task to increase the energy-water capabilities of the EZMT, a new Power Plant Water Use
Report was added. Estimates of water use at thermoelectric plants were developed by the U.S. Geological
Survey and reported in the Withdrawal and Consumption of Water by Thermoelectric Power Plants in the Unites
States, 2010. The new EZMT report samples the data in a user-specified area and provides a concise summary of
the following topics: water source, system, net generation, water withdrawal, and water consumption. The
report also includes excerpts from the 2010 USGS document with a link to the document itself.

Sample Section of the New Power Plant Water Use Report

New Wind Speed Data
New layers for annual average wind speed have been added for 80m and 100m heights. The layers cover North
America and are derived from results computed at Argonne using the Advanced Research WRF (ARW) Version
3.7 modeling system. Models have been updated to use this latest wind data.

Annual Average Wind Speed at 100m Height

Recent Energy Zones Mapping Tool Updates
The Platts transmission line layers have been relicensed for another year, updated, and extended to
North America.
The following Platts mapping layers were removed due to expiration of the commercial license: Power
Plants, Substations, Pipelines (including Natural Gas, Crude Oil, and Refined Products).
The AWS TruePower wind resource layers were removed due to expiration of the commercial
license.
New wind speed layers were added for modeling and map display.
Wind turbine suitability models were updated to use the new wind speed data.
Six reports (Corridor, Electrical Transmission, Existing Dams, Pipelines, Power Plants, and Pulverized
Coal) are temporarily not available as they are being updated.
Many other mapping layers have been added and extended to the U.S. (see above sections for
details.)

